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The Map Becomes the Territory
I don’t know about treasure ... but I’ll stake my wig there’s fever here...
				
— R.L. Stevenson, Treasure Island

Treasure Island has a long and complex history as an artificial staging
ground for world’s fairs, military bases, television shoots, and real
estate speculation, as well as being an enormous landfill of dangerous
and toxic substances. This BARGE project attempts to unearth the
secret histories of the site, and explore how the landscape is transformed not only by how it is used, but also by what is elided from
public view. Home to some of the most stunning views in the bay
(but only if you turn your back on the island itself), Treasure Island
remains a site full of hidden histories, presents, and possible futures.
This work is presented in several overlapping iterations: installation,
guidebook, tour and detour, audio podcast, songs, staged actions and
photographs, and here, in the writing, in the telling, in the mappings.
That some possible Treasure Island “itself” may be buried somewhere
within the constellation of these versionings, between site and nonsite, reality and representation, is a question that the work attempts
to confront. People live here, and must deal with the actualities of
environmental hazards and an uncertain future everyday. Practitioners using psychogeography and counter-tourism can visit and leave,
often taking the “art” while leaving the conditions unchanged. For
BARGE, this has necessitated the consumption of the poisoned land
itself into my body and bloodstream, the lungs and the eyes, if only
as a small gesture of solidarity and tactical magic. If we are to take in
the treasures, we must likewise taste of the fever...
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Chronotopia (1939, 1957, 2003, 20??)
The crisis consists precisely in the fact that the old is dying and the new
cannot yet be born; in this interregnum a great variety of symptoms appear.		
						
— Antonio Gramsci

“Million Dollar Views”
What does it mean for a place to be known primarily not by what is
there, but by what one can see from there? Why is it that so many
visitors to Treasure Island arrive in order to then turn their back to the
island itself, in order to take in the views of the San Francisco skyline
and the bay? By what real estate metrics do we place a dollar value
on a view, and from what perspectives, what vantage points, are such
views thus framed? When we “take” a photograph, what are we taking, or taking in? What gets captured within the frame of the touristic
photo, and what by necessity is left out?
Why do so many visitors to Treasure Island say “there’s nothing
there?” What do we see or not see, and how is our vision trained to
distinguish between “something” and “nothing?” If we say we see
Treasure Island’s “future potential,” what are we actually seeing?
What are we choosing not to see, or imaging will need to disappear
for that future to be realized? How is a place’s history made visible, if
its material presence is no longer there? Is it possible to use language
to make invisible things—like erased histories or buried toxins—visible? What does it mean to point to a spot on a map and claim “this
happened here?” Does that “this” somehow leave its trace on a place?
Can it be written into a map, or a guidebook? Why do I always leave
the island with more questions than when I arrived?
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Any attempt to engage the history of a site requires not only research,
but also a confrontation with how such histories continue to live on
in the material surfaces and substrates of the actual environment. In
a place such as Treasure Island, a man-made land-mass designed to
house a past’s version of the future, only to have much of its material history destroyed or buried, such archaeological work requires
thinking time and space as always mapped upon and through one
another. Freud famously speculated that the unconscious might be
like a city, with its various histories buried beneath a present-day
version of itself. Here we might begin to think not only about how
a site’s “unconscious” might bubble up to the present surface—as
nostalgia as well as toxins—but also how potential futures might be
likewise buried there as well. Treasure Island today often feels like a
site in-between, no longer of the past but not yet in the future, a space
outside of time, where time can likewise feel stuck, as if in suspended
animation. Strange hauntings and uncanny disjunctures of past and
present suggest palimpsests of different historical moments, different
historical visions, different notions of landscape and of the future.
There are no cemeteries on the island, no bones in the soil save for
the Ohlone skeletons dredged up from the bay-floor and dumped into
the fill. Essential to any archaeology of the future is an attunement
to the ghostings of the past still present in and on the island. What
will have become the future-past of the island remains to be seen, but
before it can even be mapped it must be imagined, and fought for.
3
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Building the Island (1936-39)
Thus the founding act of Utopia was an act of separation, insuring that
there was no longer any connection (at least physical) with the world of
history. The new world ... began life as a hectic construction site...
						
— Franco Borsi

Treasure Island was dreamed up in the mid-30s for dual purposes:
San Francisco needed a new airport, and many civic leaders also felt
the city should brand itself as the major West Coast city by hosting a
World’s Fair to celebrate the completion of the Golden Gate and Bay
Bridges. Failing to find suitable sites within the city, planners decided
to build an island upon the Yerba Buena Shoals that would serve as
the Golden Gate International Expositions of 1939 and 1940. Boring
and dredging commenced, with 20 million cubic yards of silty seabottom dumped into walls made of 287,000 tons of quarried rock.
The landfill was then topped-off with 50,000 cubic tons of Central
Valley loam, carrying with it the leftover flecks of gold dust that every
speculative treasure hunt requires for expansionism. As ex-President
and mining engineer Herbert Hoover said upon breaking ground in
1939, “If a man worked hard 10 hours a day he could probably pan
about a dollar’s worth of gold on Treasure Island!” Between Gold
Rush nostalgia and Robert Louis Stevenson’s time in San Francisco,
the name “Treasure Island” stuck, though the extraction of wealth
from the island continues to be a concern for developers even today.
Barges brought in thousands of tree and plant species from around
the world, including the non-native Palms that still are part of San
Francisco’s enviro-aesthetics, and the 400-acre artificially-created
landscape was ready for new habitats and habitations.
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The Gayway (1939)
		
In a dream place like some wondrous sky-land
		
Is the girl I can’t forget, she’s the Theme Girl that I met
		
On marvelous Treasure Island
			
— Sterling Sherwin, “My Theme Girl of Love”

Despite the attention lavished on the architecture and the sculptures,
the landscaping and the lighting, the towers and the pavillions meant
to represent other nations and cultures, it was the forty-acre “Gayway” that brought what little money the Expositions made. “Theme
Girl” Zoe Dell Lantis pranced around in a kind of pixie pirate outfit,
while nearby Sally Rand’s Nude Ranch fused the pioneer spirit with
the carnivalesque, as cowgirls cavorted for the thrill-seekers, who
might also sample the Elephant Train, or Esther Williams and Johnny
Weissmuller at the “Aquacade,” or the premature babies on display in
incubators, or the cigarette-smoking robot, or the 1000-pound fruitcake, or the replica of Mark Twain’s newspaper office, or the Greenwich Village ladies’ revue, or the Candid Camera peep show, or the
“Calvacade of the Golden West,” or rides on the Clipper sea-planes,
or monkey auto-races, or Diego Rivera working on a mural, or the
“Folies Bergére,” or “Pedro the Voder,” or...
5
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Enchanted Garden (1939)

Staging Grounds (1939-40)
Although the manifestations of architecture historically rank as the most
enduring creations of man ... at Treasure Island we are dealing with a
temporary world, a stage-setting...
— Eugene Neuhaus

The Golden Gate International Expositions drew upon a variety of
artistic and commercial visions to create a strange new world of exoticism and entertainment, from the flora and fauna to the international pavilions that framed indigenous and Polynesian cultures in
natural-museum displays and food courts redolent with “local color.”
The giant statue of the vaguely Polynesian “Pacifica” reigned over
the mish-mash of cultural exhibits and “pan-Pacific” architecture, as
part of an attempt to present San Francisco as a gateway to the world.
Art-deco and beaux-arts visions clashed with orientalist kitsch and
faux-pre-Columbian imagery, all circling around the 400 foot-high
“Tower of the Sun.” Designers, landscapers, sculptors, and architects
all worked together to create a man-made stage upon a man-made
island, where how the landscape would be used and viewed preceded
the landscape itself. The “Pacific Basin” style, created by committee
to evoke a mongrelized aesthetic with no past or future, drew comparisons to contemporary fascist architecture, though the rococo frills
and embellishments certainly tempered the harsh edges. And nothing
could have been more quintessentially American than the giant cash
register, ringing up attendance figures as the crowds flocked to “see
and taste and smell and hear the world.”
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Horticultural Color Scheme: Pink Predominating, and Some Blue
Brigadier Tulips
Clara Butt Tulips
Farncombe Sanders Tulips
Frans Hall Tulips
Inglescombe Yellow Tulips
Prince of Orange Tulips
Princess Elizabeth Tulips
Scarlet Admiral Tulips
White Marguerites
White Larkspur
Almond Stock
Jersey Gem Violas
Snow-White Pansies
Giant Sea-blue Pansies
Cardinal Pansies
Prince Henry Pansies
Emperor William Pansies
Innocence Hyacinths
Mignonette
(Flowers and Bulbs for South Garden, surrounding Tower of the Sun)
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New Pacifica (c.2026)
		
		

— anon. elegy for (likely mythical) pirate leader who, legend #486
will have had it, holds up the island from beneath the bay

She was born of plaster & scaffolding
She rose again from the fire & the ash
She taught us how to brace for the struggle
& when we were ready she was gone with a splash

Notes on Method: Pre-enactments (2008)
The people in this book might be going to have lived a long, long time from now...
			
— Ursula K. Le Guin, Always Coming Home

Any attempt to attend to the layered histories of a site threatens to
pull one’s gaze ever-back, to turn away from those futures that such
histories may yet portend. Over the course of its work on Treasure
Island, BARGE has found it necessary to conduct a series of actions
framed under the rubric of “pre-enactments.” Rather than merely rehearse or recycle the past, as a repetition compulsion aimed towards
somehow salvaging previous hopes, pre-enactments propose historical actions that have yet to occur. The knight’s move here is to imagine the future-past from its own vantage point, as if re-enacting the
battles yet to come. Thus strange verb tenses must be enacted: these
are those things that will have had to have been, that will have had
to yet occur in order for such performatives to be able to imagine
themselves into being today. Thus the body becomes the vessel for
acts of conceptual theater, site-specific performances that aim to have
had liberated other futures from the husks of the present. How then to
have girded ourselves against the various faultlines, to seismofit for
the coming shocks, in an attempt to galvanize such tactical magic towards new remediations, re-adaptations of a street theater yet to find
its terrain for enactment. As always, the primary question remains:
towards what? What futures will have been yet imagined today?
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She’s gone away
She’s gone away
Over the brink & into the bay
She’s gone away
She’s gone away
Under the bridge & she drifts away
With fifteen men & a bottle of gin
It’s yo-ho-ho & into the swim
We break through the waves, come gasping for air
We look for Pacifica but she isn’t there
She’s gone away
She’s gone away
Over the brink & into the bay
She’s gone away
She’s gone away
Out with the tide towards another day
Without solidarity we’re just food for fish
We built our Pacifica from hope, dream & wish
Yet we didn’t need her to show us the way
For all our tomorrows must start here today
She’s gone away
She’s gone away
but she’s not forgotten
& one day this rotten world
will breathe again
9
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Starting Fires to Put Them Out (1947, 1957...)

Staging Grounds (1941-93)
On April Fool’s Day, 1941, the US Navy took over Treasure Island in
anticipation of the coming war, with the understanding that the island
would be returned in due course to San Francisco for its planned airport. Shortly thereafter the US seized the island as a permanent naval
base, offering the city $44,801 in return for its multi-million dollar
investment. After civic protest and some wrangling, the city ultimately traded rights to the island in exchange for Navy land in South San
Francisco, which would become SFO International Airport. Though
the island had been constructed to serve as a staging ground for San
Francisco’s international image, it soon became a staging ground for
Cold War intrigue and micro-theaters of
war preparedness. Many of the Exposition
structures were destroyed to make way for
military barracks and training sites. The base
was slated for decommissioning in 1993, and
officially returned to San Francisco in late
1997, though the Navy and the city remain in
ongoing negotiations over the responsibility
for numerous hazardous waste sites throughout the island. Today the primary architectural feel of the island is no longer the Art
Deco fantasia of the Exposition, but the pale
yellows and blues of a boarded-up theater.
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One of Treasure Island’s strange land uses, given its relative isolation
from mainland utilities and its seismological instability, is as a training
ground for emergency and disaster response. Since the 1947 fire (pictured below) engulfed the island, the Navy instituted a damage control
school, alongside ongoing research and training in fire fighting, dealing with chemical spills, and the handling of radioactive materials.
In 1957 the Navy set off a series of simulated nuclear bombs as part
of their preparedness training, as if to micro-manage in advance the
anticipated apocalypse. Even today, the Fire Fighting School battles
fires staged upon an elaborate set of pseudo-storefronts and houses,
while seismological researchers burrow
explosives into the silt to test liquefaction response in case of earthquakes (the
island has sunk five feet since the Loma
Prieta quake of 1989), and electrolysis is
performed on the aging water pipes. The
moth eradication project attempts to manage pest populations driven here by shifts
in the global ecology, while clean-up activities continue to address the residues of
previous military experiments. The landscape thus becomes a rehearsal site for its
own destruction, whether by quake or rising sea levels, fire or ecological disaster.
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Notes on Method: Paranoid Landscapes
				
The sick / of magic / lining up
						
— CA Conrad

Throughout the work on this project, BARGE has had to re-adjust
its methods to fit the “facts on the ground,” even as those facts filter
themselves through ever-more paranoiac scrims. By listening to the
materials instead of imposing one’s narratives upon them, and letting
the symptoms proliferate into new forms of understanding—the telling itch, the site-specific discharge, the rash judgments, and above
all, the “black spot” where the no-go zones meet flesh—one could
open up the terrain for uncanny encounters with the site and its hauntings. For instance, when the window opened behind me and the voice
hailed me with her version of events, to be narrated in a kind of speculative poetics that the guidebook had yet to accommodate, the feeling was not of surprise as much as the recognition that this encounter
was meant to happen at exactly this juncture in the field work. Thus,
the strange white car that would often be waiting at off-limit sites
right as I was approaching, would turn up in the rear-view mirror at
exactly the moment I was wondering aloud where it had been hiding. Of course one would turn a corner and suddenly come across a
three-legged dog trotting down an empty street. Of course there was
a Naval “Ghost Blimp” that disappeared from the island years ago,
only to show up in Daly City, its engines running and its pilots missing. Psychogeographic research became a kind of landscape-fugue,
a cognitive napping, where somnambulatory dériveations chart the
ground-scores by which the island improvises song within that seeming null state between past and future. No map could hope to chart
such fever-dreams, what with the open containers full of poisoned
land from other sites, the fenced-off littoral zones, the underground
petrol-tanks bellowing beneath the faultlines, all real-time objects of
a land-based dream-work that has yet to be fully translated into the
new cartography. In the converging crises, when the contradictions
work themselves out through the post-disaster, post-oil ecologies to
come, the survivors will have had to make use of every site for spectral nourishment, every nook for plantlife, producing oxygen for the
new lungs, fever and ferment for the new species-dreaming.
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Who Narrates What from Where for Whom
By considering the wounds of the living ... together with the will and responsibility
to transform the received injury, one gets to transform the toxic ... into [the] positive.
						— Maurice Apprey

Soil Sampling (2011)
Here is what will have become a DIY re-mediation project, beginning with the liberation of ground-meat from various hazard zones
throughout the island. In this surveillance photo, BARGE agents will
have been seen removing soil samples from Halyburton Court, in the
so-called “Area 12” site on the Northwest corner of the island. On
the other side of the fences live mostly low-income families of color,
most of whom have been told little of the Navy’s testing results of
this and other sites, beyond having to agree not to plant any produce
or other edible plants in their yards, as a condition of their rental contracts with the Treasure Island Development Authority.
Pre-enactments of re-mediation work aim to rehearse the autonomous
reclamation of land use and its “respiracy”—a term that will have had
to have been concocted to somehow capture the vernacular practice
of “respiratory piracy,” by which air quality and environmental inequality are confronted head-on by those affected populations and
their partisans. By dealing directly with the land(fill), bodies will
have engaged in performative breach-acts, opening and suturing gaps
in a re-mediation process that otherwise might continue to lag within
governmental and post-military-industrial wastelands of bureaucracy
and privatization schemes. Here instead, bodies will have re-trained
themselves, through the years of poison and flood, quake and fire, to
leech out the toxins through reconfigured biopolitics bent on survival
and transformation. What has yet to be unburied may still become
that which will have been our pre-history.
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“Yeah, first they said radon, and then some other shit. Now they’re
saying there’s like birth defects in the ground, like some nasty cancer
shit, that eats your face.”
“Why live here? Free electricity!”
----------------------“Hey, hey, do you know what you’re lookin’ at?”
“Yeah, they say it’s the moth-eradication project—see them red twist
ties? Yeah, they’re everywhere, man, some scent thing, supposed to
kill the males before they can mate. But then I see all these black
SUVs roll in here late at night; that moth thing is just a cover. Yeah,
and they’ve got a private security company that comes out here too—
rent-a-cops for moths?! C’mon. Yeah, there’s some shit going on out
here, I’ve been watching. They tell us all kinds of shit, but nobody
knows what the hell is going on out there. Yeah, I live right here, I
can smell that shit right in my window, they can’t tell me that’s some
moth pheromone shit...”
----------------------“Yeah, we’re going to raise these seagull eggs, see?”
“No, we can just run around and do anything.”
“Yeah, the mama seagull lives on that oil tank over there, see?”
“No, he’s eleven, and he’s twelve, and I’m nine.”
“Yeah, it’s cool, but you get lots of cuts, like these, see?”
17
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Notes on Method: Contents Under Pressure (2008)
The mirrors here only reflect the rear side of reality. In the floating city,
you cannot find the answer or predict the future by looking at a mirror.
History is a mirror...		
				
— Xi Xi, Marvels of a Floating City

Maps simply cannot mirror the reality; they can only aim to open up
new avenues for traversing a site’s past, present, and possible futures,
towards new vistas and horizons of counter-habitation. This seems to
be an intractable situation — that aesthetic representation of a place
or site cannot adequately address, much less hope to remedy, the contradictory conditions at work within the framing devices. Indeed, one
might argue that it is this very limit — the constitutive limit of art’s
ability to do anything more than stage a set of problematics (and in
so doing, perhaps activate possibilities for thinking differently about
them) — this limit is exactly that which highlights the need for social
and political practices that seek to overturn the injustices that are as
much the “ground” by which one experiences the island as the toxic
landfill itself. So — not merely “sci-fi as method” but sci-fi as praxis;
not merely “fever-dream as symptom-mapping” or “tragic somatics”
but dream-fervor and tactical magic; compost poetics as something
more than metaphor, but the grit in your spit. The stakes, then, as the
song might yet have one day put it: “better save it or let it sink.”
18

Remediation Seed-beds (2013)
We live in a world of pollution with heavy metals saturating the soil,
where there is no solution to that. If that (pollution) could be carved
away, and life could return to that soil, towards a diverse and ecologically balanced life, then that is a wonderful sculpture. — Mel Chin

BARGE will have used a series of “(re)tuning forks” around the island, to “score” a series of field re-codings, drawing ground-sound up
and into a constellation of pathogeographies, strung in measures yet
to be charted. The night-soil agents will use their bodies as conducting vessels for vibroflotation, augering the land-wounds for historical
fissures, lateral spreading, compostable tissue and bone, riprap for
body-wraps. Pulling prosody from the earthworks: the island’s unconscious is structured like a language. Signs singing that.
Tactical magic will have become the method by which such futural
gambits might be flung into the not-yet horizon, chance-chants against
the ever-constricted lung capacity and faultlines of other possible tomorrows. The divining rods might still draw out such ground-sores,
producing a series of speech-act balloons that narrate the island’s
buried histories in the form of off-gas and gassed-up offal, effluvial
fluids for feeding the seed-beds. Reharvesting, then, as an archeology
of the future, drawing the toxins through the skin and bloodstream as
sacrifice towards what new species will yet have had to evolve.
19
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Taking a Reading

Treasure Island has no billboards, and little advertising or commercial text amongst its buildings and infrastructure. However, language
still dominates the landscape, framing how we read and interpret an
environment that, though nominally in the “public” trust, remains in
many places off-limits and “branded” with warnings, the exact threat
of which often can only be ascertained by those citizens willing to
decode the bureaucratic poetics of agency-speak, vague-legalize,
municipal signage-fonts, color-coding, and ALLCAPS pile-ups.

#476
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DO NOT
WARNING
RESPIRATORS
AND PROTECTIVE
CLOTHING CITED AND
TOWED AVENUE CLOSED
AHEAD WATER POLLUTION
CONTROL DANGER SAFETY MAY
BE PRESENT HAZARDS RESTRICTED
NO TRESPASSING TO ONLY THOSE AT&T
CABLE CROSSING INDIVIDUAL AUTHORIZED
PERSONNEL ONLY CAUTION HAZARDOUS WASTE
EXCLUSION ZONE WARNING NO LONGER INSPECTING
DETOUR TEMPORARY POWER STORAGE CONTAINERS 800322-2263 DO NOT ANCHOR OR DREDGE GAS PIPELINE CROSSING
PG&E STOP HIGH VOLTAGE 1-800-547-5955 KEEP OUT AT OWNER’S
EXPENSE DANGER U.S. NAVY CLOTHING ARE REQUIRED IN THIS AREA
NO TRESPASSING HAZARDOUS WASTE AREA MATERIALS DO NOT CROSS
FOR MORE INFORMATION 1-800 CONSTRUCTION FIRM NO HAZARD WARNING
PROTECTIVE CLOTHING PERMISSION AUTHORIZED LEVELS THIS ONLY AREA
KEEP ONLY APPROVED THROUGH THE REDEVELOPMENT ASBESTOS NO EXIT NO
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Industrial Light and Magic (1939)
California Ecru
China Clipper Blue
Death Valley Mauve
Del Monte Blue
Evening Star Blue
Exposition Ivory
Hawaiian Emerald Green
Imperial Dragon Red
Ming Jade Green
Old Mission Fawn
Pacific Blue
Pagoda Yellow
Pebble Beach Coral
Polynesian Brown
Santa Barbara Taupe
Santa Clara Apricot
Southern Cross Blue
Sun of Dawn Yellow
Treasure Island Gold
(filter-tints of spray-on Zonolite invented for the 1939 Exposition’s lighting scheme)
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Military-Industrial Blight and Magic (1941-)
Arsenic
Asbestos
Chlorinated Solvents
Copper
Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT)
Dioxins
Herbicides
Lead
Lead Shot
Lubricants
Mercury
Metals
Oil
Pesticides
Petroleum
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs)
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons
Radon
Radionuclides
Semivolatile Organic Compounds
Silver
Solvents
Total Petroleum Hydrocarbons
Volatile Organic Compounds
(incomplete list of “contaminants of potential concern” on/in Treasure Island)
23
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Conceptual Squatting
Throughout the island, vernacular mapping tactics project land re-use
and re-interpretation possibilities upon the canvases of various nullsites and dead-zones. Re-naming such sites through conceptual tagging leads to new forms of squatting—re-claiming nominally public
land for the commons, as parkland, memorial, or public art.
The Matta-Clark Park appears to be a nod to Gordon Matta-Clark’s
“odd lots” project, in which unused sections of land become reframed
towards new ends. Here, between the radioactive and asbestos-rich
Building 233, the split and burned former Naval Reserve center, and
the little league baseball field, this odd (parking) lot opens itself up
for activities under the sign of post-disaster anarchitecture.

The depths in particular, who knows what treasures... —Samuel Beckett, Happy Days

above left: Gordon Matta-Clark Park (2008)
above: Robert Smithson Memorial Cite (2009)
below: Genetic Reclamation Area (2005)

Across from the old Navy brig, and next to a growing pile of live
dirt, the Genetic Reclamation Area draws attention to the biopolitics
at work in that site’s history, while likewise liberating the military
signage from its otherwise defunct promise of orderly sign-posting.
The Robert Smithson Memorial Cite is a ever-growing rockpile that
has almost completely buried the intersection of 3rd St. and Ave. F.
Here Smithson’s Site-Nonsite dialectic gets turned inside-out; the site
itself becomes filled with offsite materials, cited as necessary by the
city for the as-yet-non-site-to-come. The future is history, piled-on.
24
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Dead Men Don’t Bite (c.2028)

Robbin’ Hood (2006-11)
The legend of Robbin’ Hood will have begun well before the first
mineral wars; indeed, it could be argued that Hood’s actions mightwill be a pre-emptive strike in a terrain that has yet to emerge as
a ground for contestation. While it is still unknown if Hood is an
individual or a collective of bandits, the basic narrative will have
soon become written, on the interior walls of the collapsed buildings
as well as in the street stencils that have yet to appear. The extraction
of copper and other materials from the abandoned military structures
throughout the island, along with the graffiti tagging each action,
frames Robbin’ Hood’s actions as a reappropriation of the commons,
harvesting industrial value for resale and reuse by a community otherwise endlessly awaiting the so-called “peace dividend” of post-cold
war military base closings. That Hood’s extractions will have also
halted commercial development of the island
(prospective business
ventures did not want
to take over buildings
gutted of their wiring)
will have proven to
be one more articulation of what Hood’s
crew calls “break-in
and rendering” — the
forceful claiming of
what is supposed to
be public property, in
order to “gut it, tag it,
rewire and repire it” —
the latter term apparently a play on what
will become known as
re-piracy, the practice
of unearthing buried
treasure for the good
of those living
12
on top of it.
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Gather ye round my children
for a tale that’s yet to come true
bout a gallant band of pirates
that will someday have begotten you
Ere I was but a young dreamer
adrift on the rising seas
when I spied a fog-shrouded island
reeking of treasure and disease
We cast our barge upon the shore
& found us a baleful band
of the last surviving castaways
leeching poison from the land
For after the quake & after the fires
& after the riots & the flood
the poor & the poets & all those maroon’d
cast their feverish spells in blood
For we’d rather have our freedom
than these soiled pieces of eight
tis better to go out fighting
then to live this accursed fate
Twixt the sinking isle & the rising sea
it’s getting later than you think
with our future here yet on the brink
better save it or let it sink
So come all ye sick & come all ye ill
& come those who can’t stand no more
as we gather the poets & pirates
& brace ourselves for the war
So as the water crashes against the sea-wall
you taste the blood & the salt & the filth in the squall
tis no Eden to be sure, yet we all may still fall
lest you heed the sirens’ call —
Join the fight
Dead men don’t bite
Join the fight
Dead men don’t bite
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Staging Grounds (2009—)
Will it always be barren like this? We don’t know; that’s up to the bankers		
and creditors ... but the giant cash register ... is all closed down...
						
— 1940 Newsreel

The old Navy gun turret still serves as backdrop for film sets, while
doubling as a platform for pre-enactments of future-theater. Whose
future, whose theater, whose civic works, whose vision, remains to be
seen. Since the announcement of the base closure in 1993, proposals
for Treasure Island have included: a giant casino, a sports stadium, a
women’s prison, a hotel and convention center, an Olympic training
facility, a theme park, and a new UN headquarters. In the meantime,
as the Tidelands Trust Act prohibits new coastline development in
landfill areas, as seismological stablization remains a concern (retrofitting the island itself!), and the clean-up process remains in limbo,
San Francisco has tenatively approved a plan to create a sustainable
“green city” that will house 13,500 and create hundreds of acres of
open space for parks, wetlands, organic gardens, wind farms, and
other developments, all towards reconstructing the island into a “living machine.” Whether or not the social ecology of the site’s present
and future inhabitors, developers, and speculators will allow for such
transitions remains up to those partisans who join the fight. The maps
of tomorrow have yet to be written; we’ll hope to see you there.
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BARGE — The Bay Area Research Group in Enviro-aesthetics —
was started by David Buuck in 2003. BARGE has organized several
(de)tours around the Bay Area, investigating regional sites & spaces
that are underrepresented & overlooked in more conventional touristic,
commercial, & socio-political notions of place & public space. BARGE
investigates how vernacular landscapes — from highways & billboards
to waterfronts & public utilities, from industrial lots & server farms to
military bases & surveillance zones — are constructed & inhabited, while
also exploring the ways in which engaged psychogeography can provide
new modes of counter-tourism & activism. In addition to walks, tours,
location scouting & performance, BARGE has developed guidebooks &
slide lectures, some of which have been presented in Vancouver, New
York, San Diego, Santa Cruz, Washington, D.C., & elsewhere.
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